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Abstract 
The paper recommends a new hybrid model for software projects delivery with fine blend of the both 
agile and waterfall models by addressing the drawbacks of both models. The traditional waterfall model 
development goes one phase after the other and any changes to previous phase is addressed late in the 
delivery cycle thus most of the times implemented software and customer expectation will not by in sync 
or sometimes poles apart. The trending agile focuses on small chunks development with iterative cycles, 
going back to the customer for feedback at every phase and reaching the expectation and delivering the 
functionality which client was looking for. The agile model may not be suitable for projects where the 
requirements are very intricate and cannot be easily fragmented into smaller iterations and requirements 
are definite and constant, and where deviations to the requirements are improbable. The waterfall model 
may not be suitable for projects where the requirements are uncertain or likely to change, as changes to 
the requirements need changes to previous phases. The paper recommends a new fine blended model with 
the best of agile and waterfall approaches with the collaboration of Delivery with Sprints and POD teams, 
and gets the delivery with optimal cost and speed. The projected novel model is a fine blend of best of 
both models by eliminating shortfalls of the Agile and Waterfall. 

Keywords: Software Project; Agile; Waterfall; POD; Sprint; Delivery. 

1. Introduction 

The paper proposes a novel delivery model for a software engineering project with the combination of both agile 
and waterfall models. Further in the model, the implementation and delivery carried out with the Epics divided 
into multiple Sprints with work spread as iterations and as well sequential depending on the phase of the project. 
The multiple sprints development with POD (Distinguished Talented Resources) teams goes in iterative to get 
feedback from customer and to speed up the delivery. The phases like User Acceptance Testing (UAT) and 
Quality Assurance (QA) bug fixing, from Development to System Testing and Quality Assurance and User 
Acceptance Testing goes in sequential to make sure that by fixing one bug another bug is not introduced and 
code repetition is less and common services utilization is more. Based on the necessity and requirements, the 
software development phases will go sequential and iterative to provide cost effective delivery with apt time to 
market. 

The proposed novel model in the paper uses best of both the models with iterative and sequential approaches 
based on the project requirements. If the requirement is complex in nature and not able to split into smaller 
workable components that phase of development goes in sequential as adapted from the waterfall delivery 
model. In the phases where requirements are unclear and then the development of those phases will adapt an 
iterative process as per an agile delivery model. The software delivery phases like requirements gathering and 
development phases will run parallel to expedite the delivery and time to market as opposed to the waterfall 
model. The bug fixing and testing phases goes in sequential way to keep robustness in the system without more 
bugs and no rework of development and quality. As an output, a fine blend of the both models are adapted and a 
new model is proposed to the projects to remove the ambiguity, clear work-breakdown structure, Gantt Chart in 
a phased manner to have the benefits of delivery speed and early time to market. 

The software project implementation in complete agile model takes shorter duration and less cost and time to 
market delivery is quite possible. But certain complex tasks in (safety-critical systems) real time applications 
cannot be broken down in to smaller pieces hence in the proposed blended model recommends complex 
applications in waterfall model to go in sequential way Everything in agile introduces repetitive code, and less 
robustness of the system. Hence, quality tasks in sequential way to deliver robust system with bug free and no 
respective code along with important factor of reducing Technical Debt. 
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2. Related Work 

The current trending agile and traditional waterfall delivery models are most extensively used models in the 
delivery of any software engineering projects. The waterfall model referred to as linear-sequential life cycle 
model. Various problems have been reported related to the model. Commonly accepted problems are for 
example to cope with change and that defects all too often are detected too late in the software development 
process [Luettavissa (2015)]. The waterfall is a sequential design process, often used in software development 
process, in which progress is seen as flowing steading downwards (like a waterfall) through the phases of 
conception, initiation, analysis, design, implantation, testing, production, and maintenance [Kramer, Mitch 
(2004)].  
 
The waterfall model Problems are, that the model does not cope well with change, generates a lot of reworks, 
and leads to unpredictable software quality due to late testing [Jardim et al. (2015)]. Despite the problems 
identified, the model is still widely used in software industry, some researchers are even convinced that it will 
be around for a much longer period [Luettavissa (2015)]. The waterfall model software development life cycle is 
perceived as the timeframe that spans from the development of a new system to its eventual retirement. It is a 
process that starts with the emergence of an idea, goes through its implementation, and ends with its 
termination, moving across all the intermediate stages in which its viability and usability are prioritized 
[Luettavissa (2015)].  
 
The shortcoming of waterfall model is that it does not allow much reflection or revision. working software is not 
produced until late during the life cycle. Scope adjustment during the life cycle can end a project. High risk and 
uncertainty. It is difficult to measure progress at every stage of the model and the time, cost is not determined. 
Moreover, the integration is done at the end which does not even explain the identification of challenges and 
business bottlenecks in business life cycle. As the steps are interrelated and dependent on each other a lot of 
time is wasted. Coordination is very important which is not possible in simple method like waterfall [Jardim et al. 
(2015)]. 
 
The Agile and Waterfall models both offers best benefits and issues in project characteristics [Balaji et al. (2007)]. 
Agile techniques vary in practices and emphasis, they share common characteristics, including iterative 
development and a focus on interaction, communication, and the reduction of resource-intensive intermediate 
artifacts. Furthermore, Agile approaches combine short iterative cycles with feature planning and dynamic 
prioritization [Sharma et al. (2012)]. As explained that each iteration in an iterative product, is a self-contained, 
mini-project with activities that span requirements analysis, design, implementation, and test [Srivastava et al. 
(2017)]. 
 
It seems that the informal evaluation techniques of agile processes may not be sufficient for establishing the 
quality of safety-critical systems [McCormick, Mike (2012)]. In Agile it is difficult to see frequent releases in short 
development cycles, pair programming, starting development before completing requirements and an ever-
evolving project direction applicable to large-scale software projects [Abrahamsson et al. (2016)]. The 
coordination of a higher number of projects and tests on system levels, the complex decision processes, the 
creation of baselines for a high number of internal releases and the management overhead all form obstacles for 
large-scale, multi-team Agile development [Oueslati et al. (2010)]. The ideas on which Agile or plan-driven 
methodologies are popular, how methodologies are perceived by developers, how methods could be combined 
[Adamson et al. (2010)]. A framework for deciding whether a project should be developed Agile or in a Waterfall 
Model or through a model somewhere in between is important [Balaji et al. (2007)]. It is important to think to 
balance Agile and plan-driven methods [Boehm et al. (2005)]. Lot of paradigm shift is required to move from 
waterfall to agile in traditional organizations [Stretcu et al. (2023)]. The model proposed specific number of 
sprints [Reddy, P.V.V. et al. (2023)] hence resulted solution which is of a specific in nature. To avoid this, I have 
chosen multiple number of sprints and proposed an effective generic solution to adapt.  Adapting Agile 
processes to a distributed environment in large organizations is key task [Tudor et al. (2006)]. Most of the 
organizations now finding the benefits of agile and moving towards it but caution is required [Strode et al. 
(2009)]. As lot of IT projects now being developed in agile than mission critical systems paving way for agile 
[Malik et al. (2019) and Kumar et al. (2012)]. However, I recommend in this paper a balanced approach need to be 
adapted with fine blend of both models based on phase wise with benefits of optimal cost and speed. 
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3. New Hybrid Model with Fine Blend of Agile and Waterfall 

 
The proposed new delivery model is the fine blend of both the delivery models, the agile and the waterfall. The 
proposed novel model removes the bottlenecks of the agile delivery model with sequential flow and removes the 
drawbacks of the waterfall model with multiple small iterations to have the reality check on the progress 
accuracy. The proposed model recommends multiple POD structure for faster and parallel implementation of 
software engineering projects to give delivery to the customer and time to market in with optimal cost and 
speed. The quality and user acceptance test reported bug fixing goes for development to system testing to 
quality assurance to user acceptance in sequential way to avoid re-introduction of bugs, repetitive code even 
there is a little bit delay instead of going these phases in complete agile way. As too much agile is also not 
required which causes significant side effects on the system. Hence, as depicted in Fig 1., our proposed novel 
model is fine blend of agile and waterfall. First half the in Fig 1., goes in agile way to achieve optimal cost and 
speed and second half Dev to UAT goes in sequential way to achieve robustness in the system. 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 1.  New Hybrid Model with Fine Blend of Agile and Waterfall 

 
 
The novel delivery model recommends the concept dividing the Epics into Sprints and Sprints into User Stories 
and further drill-down as User Stories to Tasks and Sub-Tasks as per Lean Agile Methodology. The duration of 
each sprint is suggested as 2 weeks iterative cycles to have faster time to market. The Sprints are implemented 
with multiple PODs with different competences. Now in each Sprint which is developed by a POD, the 
Development (Dev), System Testing (ST), Quality Analysis (QA), and User Acceptance Testing (UAT) will be 
run sequentially with the adaptation of waterfall. Any bugs reported in UAT comes back to Dev, and the 
sequential process of Dev to ST to QA to UAT continues to deliver the project with utmost care of quality 
control with one more rigorous all sequential test phases as illustrated in Fig. 1. After UAT, Go-Live Sign Off, 
move to Production and post Production activities take place one after the other sequentially.  
 
The new delivery model used the division of Epics, Sprints, and PODs in an Agile way with iterative cycles and 
the development process of Dev, ST, QA, UAT sequentially in a waterfall way to give the best results. Even 
post UAT, if any bugs are reported, the proposed model recommended again the sequential flow of Dev, ST, 
QA, UAT to deliver the robust system with high quality project. The fine blend of the both agile and waterfall 
models gives the utmost acceptable project deliverables by the customer which is the USP of the proposed new 
delivery model. 
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4. Blended WBS for Software Engineering Project 

 
The Work-Breakdown structure (WBS) is proposed with the blend of agile and waterfall delivery models. The 
WBS, splits the software engineering project into Epics, Story, Tasks, and Sub-Tasks. 
 
Blended WBS (Agile and Waterfall) for Software Project Resources Effort (PDs) 

Epic Team 1 

Software Engineering project implementation (Discovery of Technologies) Architect 3 

Story     
Create a documentation of Project Modules BA 2 

The modules should be able to give complete functionality BA 2 

Tasks / Sub-Tasks     
Document Study Developer 4 

Setup environment for project services development Developer 4 

Writing code for modules implementation Developer 5 

The modules should be able to give the solution to proposed requirements Developer 2 

Implement the modules for the project Developer 2 

Complete the integration with the help of DevOps Team Developer 3 

System Testing and Load Testing QA 3 

Go - Live Team 1 

  Total 32 

Table 1.  Blended WBS for Software Engineering Project 

 
 
As depicted in the Table 1, Work-Breakdown structure is constructed with an Agile delivery model of Epics, 
Story, Tasks, and Sub-Tasks. The POD resources are allocated to the software engineering project. The effort 
estimations and dependencies are given in a sequential flow as per Waterfall delivery model. Total estimation of 
32 PDs (Person Days) for development of a project if it proceeds in complete waterfall model way.  
 
 

5. Gantt Chart Timelines with Waterfall Model 

 
The Gantt Chart is presented below with completion timelines with complete waterfall delivery method. The 
Gantt Chart for the software engineering project proposes set of tasks and timelines with waterfall model, as 
depicted in Table 2. If the project is implemented in complete waterfall model way, it takes 32 days to complete 
as illustrated in Gantt Chart with completion timelines. 
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Development Plan 
(Software Engineering 
Project) 

June / July 

Overall Timeline 
(Dates) 

1 2 3     6 7 8 9 10     13 14 15 16 17   20 21 22 23 24   27 28 29 30 1     4 5 6 7 8    11 12 13 14

Initiation                                                                                 

Execution                                                                                  

Software Engineering 
Project 
Implementation 

                                                                                

Discovery of 
Technologies 

                                                                                

BRD / FSD                                                                                 

Development                                                                                   

SIT                                                                                 

LT                                                                                 

EUT                                                                                 

Pre-Go Live (Sign 
Off) 

                                                                                

Go Live                                                                                   

Post Go Live                                                                                   

Support                                                                                   

Table 2.  Gantt Chart Timelines with Waterfall Model 

 
 
All software phases from imitation to Go-Live i.e., discovery, Business Requirements, Functional 
Specifications, Development, System testing, Load testing, QA, End User testing and Go-Live goes in waterfall 
way, it takes 32 days to complete the project as depicted in Gantt Chart with completion timelines. 
 

The software project implementation in complete waterfall model takes longer duration and higher cost and time 
to market delivery is not possible. Reaching customer expectations are also not guaranteed at the end of the 
delivery. But on a careful note, for certain complex mission critical projects where requirements cannot be 
broken down into smaller pieces still, waterfall model is the best choice even though implementation takes 
longer duration. At the same time, going in complete waterfall model is not recommended for longer duration 
and not meeting the customer expectation with substantial deviations and long time to market. 

 

 

6. Gantt Chart Timelines with Agile Model 

 
The Gantt Chart is presented below with completion timelines with complete agile delivery method. The Gantt 
Chart for the software engineering project proposes set of tasks and timelines with agile model, as depicted in 
Table 3. If the project is implemented in complete agile model way, it takes 13 days to complete as illustrated in 
Gantt Chart with completion timelines. 
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Development Plan (Software Engineering Project) June / July 

Overall Timeline (Dates) 8 9 10     13 14 15 16 17     20 21 22 23 24 

Initiation                                   

Execution                                    

Software Engineering Project Implementation                                   

Discovery (Technologies)                                   

BRD / FSD                                   

Development                                   

SIT                                   

LT                                   

EUT                                   

Pre-Go Live (Sign Off)                                   

Go Live                                   
Post Go Live                                    

Support                                   
 

Table 3.  Gantt Chart Timelines with Agile Model 

 
 
 
All software phases from imitation to Go-Live i.e., discovery, Business Requirements, Functional 
Specifications, Development, System testing, Load testing, QA, End User testing and Go-Live goes in agile way 
with iterative cycles, it takes 13 days to complete the project as depicted in Gantt Chart with completion 
timelines. 
 
 
The software project implementation in complete agile model takes shorter duration and less cost and time to 
market delivery is quite possible. Reaching customer expectations are also guaranteed at the end of the delivery. 
But on a cautious note, everything in agile likely to introduces repetitive code, high technical debt, re-
introduction of closed bugs, and less robustness of the system. 
 
 
 

7. Gantt Chart Timelines with Fine Blend of Agile and Waterfall 

 
 
The Gantt Chart is presented below with completion timelines with fine blend of an Agile and the Waterfall 
delivery models. The Gantt Chart for the software engineering project proposes set of tasks and timelines with 
both agile and waterfall models based on the necessity with fine blend, as depicted in Table 4. If the project is 
implemented in fine blend of agile and waterfall model way, it takes 16 days to complete as illustrated in Gantt 
Chart with completion timelines. 
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Development Plan 
(Software Engineering 
Project) 

June / July 

Overall Timeline 
(Dates) 

8 9 10     13 14 15 16 17     20 21 22 23 24     27 28 29 

Initiation                                             

Execution                                              

Software Engineering 
Project 
Implementation 

                                            

Discovery 
(Technologies) 

                                            

BRD / FSD                                             

Development                                             

SIT                                             

LT                                             

EUT                                             

Pre-Go Live (Sign 
Off) 

                                            

Go Live                                             

Post Go Live                                              

Support                                             

Table 4.  Gantt Chart Timelines with Fine Blend of Agile and Waterfall 

 

As illustrated in the Table 4, the blended Gantt Chart is represented with blend of an agile delivery model of 
parallel implementation and sequential implementation of the waterfall model. The Business Requirements 
Documentation (BRD), the Functional Specification Document (FSD) starts a day head of development 
activities and runs in parallel with development activity for about 3 days. (The red blocks indicate the weekend 
holidays). In the same way, as per agile delivery model, System Integration Testing (SIT), and Load Testing 
(LT) runs in parallel with development tasks for about 3 days. As per proposed blended delivery model, the 
Discovery task starts a head of BRD/FSD and the discovery activities runs sequential for 3 days. The complex 
discovery task activities run completely sequential for 3 days as per the water fall model. Hence, as per the 
proposed novel delivery model, the complex discovery section runs in sequentially as a sole activity in silos as 
per the waterfall model the development activity runs in parallel with BRD/FSD activity and in parallel with 
SIT/LT activity as per the agile model. The proposed blended delivery model recommends the activities in both 
the agile and the waterfall delivery model to achieve the best outcome and removes the drawbacks of the both 
models.  
 

The drawback of an agile delivery model is where certain complex activities cannot be broken down into 
smaller iterations, there required a sequential flow of activities as per the waterfall model. The proposed novel 
model in this paper, as illustrated in the Gantt Chart, the Discovery section is completely sequential activity to 
address the complexity where the agile delivery model is not an appropriate choice. The development activities 
as depicted in Gantt Chart runs sequentially for certain period of 3 days where those activities cannot be broken 
down into smaller iterations hence recommended to run sequentially as per the waterfall model where an agile 
delivery model is not suitable. The bug fixing phase from Dev to UAT goes in sequential way to create robust 
system without introducing more bugs while fixing the other bugs and no repetitive code. The drawback of a 
waterfall delivery model is where requirements are not clear and can run only sequentially taking longer time to 
market. In the proposed novel model, the waterfall delivery model drawbacks are addressed. As per Gantt Chart, 
where BRD/FSD is all about gathering the requirements, hence these activities run in parallel with development 
activity in iterative way to accommodate dynamic changes as per an agile delivery model where the waterfall 
model is not an apt choice. As to address time to market criteria the novel model recommends SIT/LT activities 
runs in parallel with development activities. The proposed model addresses drawbacks of the both agile and 
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waterfall delivery models and recommends the novel delivery model which enhances the productivity, clears the 
ambiguity, and speeds up delivery to give the advantage of time to market criteria. 

 

Models Effort for Completion (PDs) 

Only Waterfall 32 

Only Agile 13 

Blend of Both Agile and Waterfall 16 

Table 5.  Summary of Efforts for Individual and Blended 

 

The Waterfall model takes effort duration of 32 days and Agile model takes 13 days duration as illustrated in 
Table 5. The proposed fine blended model takes 16 days duration but with advantages over both agile and 
waterfall where individually agile or waterfall cannot give. 
 
The software project implementation in complete waterfall model takes longer duration and higher cost and time 
to market delivery is not possible. Reaching customer expectations at the end of the delivery with probable 
deviations are also not guaranteed. This drawback addressed in proposed fine blended model where 
requirements gathering, development (along with system testing, load testing phases) go in parallel way and this 
iterative way guarantees the customer expectation and speed of the delivery in 16 days as compared to 32 days 
of waterfall model.  
 

The software project implementation in complete agile model takes shorter duration and less cost and time to 
market delivery is quite possible. But certain complex tasks like discovery section cannot be broken down in to 
smaller pieces hence in the proposed blended model recommended discovery section in waterfall model to go in 
sequential way even though duration takes 3 days longer. Everything in agile introduces repetitive code, tech 
debt, re-induction of bugs, and less robustness of the system. Hence, UAT to Dev complete cycle Dev-ST-QA-
UAT in sequential way to deliver robust system with bug free and no repetitive code along with important factor 
of reducing Technical Debt. As per proposed fine blended hybrid model, the effort duration is 16 days which is 
less compared to waterfall model with customer expectation and speed, optimal cost is guaranteed, and which is 
slightly high to agile model delivery of 13 days but system robustness, no repetitive code and Technical Debt 
reduction is achieved by going required and necessary phases in sequential way which is very important factor 
in today’s world of everything agile way which is increasing technical debt unknowingly which is aptly 
curtailed with novel fine blended model. Hence, the proposed fine blended hybrid model achieves all the factors, 
customer expectations, speed (time to market), optimal cost, robust system with less technical debt. 

8. Conclusion 

The paper recommends the hybrid delivery model with fine blend of Agile and Waterfall delivery models with 
an example of software engineering project implementation.  
 
An agile delivery model limitations are where complex activities cannot be broken down into smaller iterations. 
The waterfall delivery model limitations are when requirements are not clear changes in all phases are required 
with more rework and can run only sequentially, and takes longer time to deliver the project.  
 
The proposed novel model in the paper addresses the drawbacks of both the models and presents the fine blend 
based on the requirements and suitability with which the project is delivered in time with required quality. As 
per the proposed model in this paper, as demonstrated in the Gantt Chart, the Discovery section is completely 
sequential to address the complexity. The discovery activities as represented in Gantt Chart runs sequentially 
because those activities cannot be broken down into smaller iterations. Hence, the proposed model recommends 
discovery complex activities to run sequentially. In the proposed novel model, as per Gantt Chart, where 
BRD/FSD is completely about gathering the requirements, hence these activities run in parallel with the 
development activity in an iterative way to accommodate dynamic changes which address the limitations of the 
waterfall model.  
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The software project implementation in complete waterfall model takes longer duration and higher cost and time 
to market delivery is not possible. Reaching customer expectations, the at end of the delivery are also not 
guaranteed with probable deviations. This drawback addressed in proposed fine blended model where 
requirements gathering, development (along with system testing, load testing phases) go in parallel way and this 
iterative way guarantees the customer expectation with timely feedback form customer and speeds up the 
delivery compared to the delivery time of waterfall model with no deviation from customer expectations.  
 
The software project implementation in complete agile model takes shorter duration and less cost and time to 
market delivery is quite possible. But certain complex tasks like discovery section cannot be broken down in to 
smaller pieces hence in the proposed blended model recommended discovery section in waterfall model to go in 
sequential way even though duration takes 3 days longer. Everything in agile introduces repetitive code, tech 
debt, reintroduction of bugs, and less robustness of the system. Hence, UAT to Dev complete cycle Dev-ST-
QA-UAT in sequential way to deliver robust system with bug free and no repetitive code along with important 
factor of reducing Technical Debt.  
 

As per proposed fine blended new hybrid model, the effort duration is less compared to waterfall model with 
customer expectation and speed, optimal cost is guaranteed, and effort duration is slightly high of agile model 
delivery but system robustness, no repetitive code and Technical Debt reduction is achieved by going required 
and necessary phases in sequential way which is very important factor in today’s world of everything agile, 
which is increasing technical debt unintentionally and is rightly curtailed with novel fine blended model. Hence, 
the proposed fine blended hybrid model achieves all the required important factors including customer 
expectations, speed (time to market), optimal cost, robust system with less technical debt. 
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